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6-EXTENSION AND HANF-NUMBERS 

Jouko Vaananen 

Abstract It ~s proved that while ~ preserves the Ha~f
numbers of mast logics, it fails, in a suitable Boolean 
extension, to preserve the Hanf-number of the logic with 
the Hartig-quantLfier. The preservat~on of some general 
L6wenheim-Skolem properties under ~ and variants of [i 
ia discussed. 

§1. Introduct~an. This paper is concerned with implicit 

definability in extensions of elementary logic. Our mein 

interest is in the preservation of Lowenheim-Skolem type 

properti.es wader various extension operations based o.n 

projective classes. 

The logic LI with the Hartig-qusntifier 

.IxyA(x)B(y) (~ card(A) = card(B) 

turns out to be of particular interest. LI ~s one of the very 

few well kmown logics the Hanf-n~~ber of which is not 

(provably) preserved under the ~-operat~on. A proof of 

this is the main contrib~tian of this paper and occ~pies 

chapter 4. Chapter 2 introduces the relevant notions of 
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projective definability. Chapter J is concerned with the 

provable caeas of the various possible preservation results. 

l'e. u.se the followirlg nota ti.o.1a. Many-sorted eimilari ty 

type ( or just types) consist of sort symbols, predicate 

symbols, function symbols and constant eyu.c;;ls. If L is a 
Dl 

type, a modelAof type L consists of a domain loti, which ie 

the union of the domains of the different sorts of L, And 

interpretations of the eymbols of L in\0[}. The class of 

all models of type L is denoted Str(L) o The reduct CK t L 

of a. model "t o!' type L' to a type L 'L' is defined as 

usWJ.l. Card( t:lt) is the cardinality of the domain of ot... 
The notion of an abstract logic is used freaquently b~t the 

exact definition is not essential. The reader may consult 

7 or think of an abstract logic L• as a family of model 

classes with certain simple closure properties. If f ~L» 
is such a class of models of type L and t'(E Str(L), we write 

0(1= f for Ot (f . If lC Ci Str(L) 1~ a model class, then 

K is Str( L) - Ko If f ~ L•, Mod( f) denotes the class of 

al~ modele of r ( and is equal to <p if the above definition 

is ueed) ~ ·Second order logic t 11 quantifies over n-ary 

relatione for any n <W • of •(!•"' , J and £' refer to 

ordinals; ~ t A' r refer to cardinals •. R( o(} is the set 

of e.ll sets of rank .c4( o exp( 1.() is the cardinality of the 

power set of t<. • 

The author is financially supported by the Oak. 

Huttunen Foundation. A preliminar3 version of tnie paper was 

prepared during the autmun term 1CJ'/J while the author stayed 

at Oelo University under a grant given by the I~orwegian 

Government. 



~2._ Projective classea. Projective classes have been 

cons1dered in the literature for some time already. The 

new aspect we pursue in this paper is the cardinality of 

the domains along which the projection is taken. It turns 

out that a reasonable restriction on this cardinality leads 

to a smoother theory than no restriction at all. In this 

chapter we introduce the relevant notions of projective 

derinebility, in particular the new notion of bounded 

projective definability, and diseuse some examples of the 

use of these notions. 

Suppose K is a class of models of type L. If L' ~ L and 

m is a model of type L', we write 

Note that if L has sorts others than those of L', then 

E(at,K) may contain arbitrary large models. On the other 

hand, if L and L' have the same sorts, then every model in 

E(Of,K) has the same domain as Ct. 

The projection of K along L-L' is defined as usual: 

If LJE is an abstract logic and <f E.L•, we write Proj1 ( 'f') for 

Proj 1(Mod( f))&- K ia a projective class of L• if K = 
Proj 1( CJ') for some r., ELI. The family of projective classes 

of LI is denoted E<L~) and it can be viewed as an abstract 

logic itself. If K and K are in [(L~) then K ie said to be 

6-definable in 1•. The family of model claese.s which are 

1) To preserve an a:r~alogy with second orde:r logic, we aEieume 
that 1-L' is fin]te. This ia not essenUel for our resultfit 
hO\tever. 
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~-definable in 1• is denoted f:J(L•). This eublogic of 

[(L~) has been extensively studied in L1J where also other 

references are given. 

The model class K is a simpLe projective class of 1•, 

in symbols KE=~ (Llf), if K = Proj1 ,( <f) for some ftL• 

such that Land L• have the same sorts. ~~(L•) denotes 

the family of model claaae~ K such that K and K are in 

L~ (L]f). Clearly ~~ (L.} ~ ~(L.) e l4ote that ~ (t11 ) = t 11 

and therefore ~~(L11 ) = 111, bu.t LII ~ [l(LII). 

One of the many applications oi ~ is the following: 

Many LQgica are defined by adding a new quantifier to Lw~ , 

like LQ1 and 11 for example. However, the expressiva power 

of such logics may be quite unbalanced. ~or example, LQ1 

is not able ~o say that an equivalence-relation has ~ 1 many 

classas (see l~ J).. This defect can be... removed by using 

the ~~- and ~-opera tiona. 

The ~~-operation seems to ba sufficient to make. the. 

logic LQ1 a reasonably closed lo.gic, but a~ ( LI) still 

suffers from the disadvantage that it is not able to define 

the notion of well-ardering, because in countable domains 

~~(LI) can be translated into L~lw. As the notion of well

ordering is definable in ~(LI) (eee below). we conclude. 

that ~(LI) represents the strength of LI better than 

~~(LI). The next examples emphasize f~rther the difference 

be tween D._~ and f.:::J. • 
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?..!.1. Exam;ele.s:. 

A. This example: :Ls from l Lt.l • Let L cOllsiet of two 

aorta M1 and ~· and of the binary predicates < and A. 

Let K be the Ll-definable class of L-models in which 

M2 is the union of' Aa' a E:M1 , and card(A8 ) <. card(Ab) if 

a< b, where A8 = l :x ~142 :. A{a,x)) • Let L' be the aub

ty,pe of L consisting of M1 and < • It is easily seen that 

the class of well-ordered models is Proj1 • (K). If «l:Str{L') 
• 1 

has power K then every muda.l in E(ot,K) has power <.l'-t<+• 

B. Let L' consist of just one sort M1, and let K be the 

class of models 01 of type L ":) L' such that card(M1(!l ) < 'N2., 
card(O't) ~ >t~., and en has a linear ordering every initial 

segment of which can be mapped one-one into M1ot • K is 

LQ2-definable. Le.t K' = Pro.jL' (K). K' is the class of 
I 

:models (M) where card(M) • )( 1 • By definition, K' is 

i<.LQ2 ) -definable. Similarly the class of modele <M) where 

card(M) = ~ 0 is L(LQ2 )-def1nable. Therefore K' is £l(LQ2)

definable .. · But K' is not even £l~ { L"-~i.wQ2)-de.finable., 
because in models of pa.wer ~~1the la.gi.c ~~(L~Q2 ) can be 

tranela ted· into L~.t..~oorJ and K' i..s not L o.c~s,w -definable. 

c. Let us CGnsi.der the fo.l~owing predicate of set theory1. 

C(~) if and only if there: ie an ordinal ~ such that 

(J£) e.xp( ,)( f;.+¥+1 ) ~ J( (\+"t+J for '(< 01. • 

Let K be the class of well-ordered structures the order type 

of which satisfies C(~). Using example A above one can 
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easily prove.. that K is [(LI)-definable.. We; shall late.r 

construct e. model of set theory in which K ie neither 

~- nor r~-definable in LI. The L{LI)-definition of K 

differs from those. in examples A and B above in that there 

is no obvious way of bounding the cardinality of the new 

sorts. that is, if C(c<.) then there. may be arbitrary large 

(?- such that (Jt). 

The above examples indicate. that there is a notion 

of projective definability which lies strictly between 

L~ and l . For a rigorous definition, let K be a model 

class of type L. K is a bounden proj~ctive class of L£, 

in symbols Kf:LB(LJ£), if there is a fcL31 such that 

X = {Ott:. Str{L) : E(m_, f ) 1: ¢ } 

and 

"V(J(, ~ Str(L) 3 ~ 'V4c& f E(&L, <f) __,. card( .,t; ) '= \( ) • 

If K and K are !B-definable in L"§, we write K fi: i::J..B(LJt) .. 

Trivially ~ (L•) ~ f::lB(L-.) f. [)._(L•). The examples 

A and B above show that ~~(LQ2 ) J f:lB(U/.2) end ~~(LI) /. 

~{LI). Later we shall construct a model of set theory in 

which ~(L~) J ~B(tl). 
It is a triviality that any logic L~ with tha propertM 

(+) If i~L•,.t;~ 'i and ()l~.(j. is in.finite, then there is 

~I= 'f au.ch that (J{.!: c ~ 4 and card( C) • card{ G9l}, 

also satis.fiea the property 
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provided that only infinite modele are considered. Examples 

of logics satisfying (+} are Lw~w and LQ for any cantin~us 

Q. The logic Luw satisfies (++) (without the infiniteness 

' provisio). For.a stronger result see [5]. 
LQ0 _ is an example o.f a logic which satisfi.es (+) but fails 

to satisfy (++) if finite models are included. 

More generally, the. following interpolation-properties 

of an abstract logic L~ can be considered in connect~on with 

the operations L~' LB and [: 

(11) t• = L~(Ll'!) 

{12) Z~<L:£) = L_B(Lii) 

(13) LB(L•) c f.(L11 ) 

(I4) t• = 6.~ (Llf) 

(15) ~~ (LJE) == b_B(L-..) 

( I6) &(L-.)== b_(L2 ). 

Trivially, (12) -~ (15) and (IJ)--+ (16). Moreo.ver, if 

LJt is closed Wlder negatian, then (11)-· .. (14). L~(LI) is 

a lo.gic which satisfies (I1) but not (14) or (15) whereas 

LB(LI) satisfies (12.) and (13) b&.lt not (I4).. L\..,~t~·l satisfies 

{12) but not (11). L11 satisfies (IJ) and (I6) (see be~ow) 
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but not (12) or (15). ~~ (LI) aatsifies (14) but na.t (12) 

or (15). ~B(LI) satisfies (15) but not (12) or (14). 

L(LI) satisfies (!6) but not (!4). Finally, Lw"""' satisfies 

(13),(!4),(15) and (16) bu.t fails to satisfy (11). 

This analysis still leaves upen a few possible 

implications between (11) - (16) but these cases are shown 

in chapter 4 to be unprovable in ZFC. 

Concerning (13) we have the following result: 

2. 2., Pro,Eoei tion.. SuppQse LJJ.. satisfies the following two 

condi tiona for some cardinal K ~ w : 

( 1} If 'f f: L~ • ~ )= 'f' and eL ~~ , then there is a 

· (F 'f sue}! that t'tS(~..(:; and card(() ::: max(card(C'Z),~), 

(2) There is 8 B t L~ such that a has a mode~ of power 

K but does not have arbitrary large models. 

Proof. Su.ppose '{'- LJI.:· and 

~ = {&(E:Str(L') : E(C'l,, j-) j: ¢}. 

Suppose 8 t 10 • for some L0 such that 10~ L = 0. and e has 

no modele of power >A • Let r be the conjunction of q·' ' 
e and a sentence which says that the domains of L • U L 

0 

have the same power as the domains of L \JL' u 10 • Now 

K ={~~ Str(L') : E(Ol, 'f) # ¢} 
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and 

VCil. t. St..r{L') V-8tE( Ot, 'f) (card.{.,&) ~ max( card( Qt) ,i\}. 

Therefore K £[B(L•). 
0 

This result implies that the following logics 
D(ll) ea tiafy (IJ) and (16): LQII( , l~kA , LQ (the .Magidor-

Malitz-logics). Anoth~r cate~ory of logics satisfying (IJ) 

is the very strong logics. We have the following result; 

Proot:.. • Su.ppose f' J, aaci 

K a {tJrE Str(L*) : I( Of. f) ~ "} • 

There is an t 11-aentence ~ which ·defines the class of 

modele isomorphic to (R(ol) ,E) for aome o( • For any()(. € K 

let K( Ot) be the least ordinal o( au.eh that there is an 

Cf..' ; 0t in R(•) such that E( Ot', f) (l R{ o() J (6. Using 

! and the ! 8 (t•)-definition of f one can write an L•-

sentence 6 such that. 

K a {Ott; Str(L') : E(Ot, (J) 1- tJ} 
ana 

c 
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-
Let H be the Henkin-quantifier ((3)). lt follows 

fro~ [3] that t 11 s LB(LH). Hence by 2.3, I.B(LH) =: [O.Ji) 

and also ~B(LH) =: ~(L11 ). Let S be the similarity

quantifier 

S = { <M,R,P) ; R,P SM2 , (M,R) ;; (M,P)}. 

By [Jo1 , 111 ~ lB(LS) and therefore .[B(LS) = [(LS) and 

{);.B(LS) = ,6.(L11). Finally, if V = L, then LII £ L_B(Ll) 

(see e.g .. [9] ) whence lB(LI) • S:<LI) a~d ~B(LI} = ~(LII). 

§J. Preservation results. We introduce a very, general 

Lowenheim-Skolem property and investigate its preservation 

under the various operations of §2. Particular attention 

is given to Hanf-nwmbers. 

Le.t A and B be classes of cardinalso An abstract 

logic t• has the property 

LSI'{A,B) 

if every set T of L•-eentencee of c~rdinality $~which ham 

a model of· power V\ E A has a model of power A' B. We uee the 

following obvious nctation: 

= { r-= ria a cardinal and K ~ J-4. $A 1 
= {r: r is a cardinal and K~ r}• 

For example, Lww eatiefies LSJA(A,B) whenever r1:-w at\4 

B ~ [,.,oo [, and LQ1 satisfies LSw (A,{)lJ> if A~ [J<., • ~ [ • 
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For logics like LI and t 11 it is very difficult to find 

t~tereeting classes A and B s~ch that even ts1 (i.B) would 

hold. 

The fol1ow~ng Qbviaua proposition is part of the 

folklore of the subject, bu.t the fact that it should be 

formula ted fQr I~ .:na ther than .[has not been emphasized ir. 

the literatu.re, rather the contrary (see e .. g.{'1 ). 

).1. Propo.s:LtiCll'l. !he followi.ng are equ.ivalent for any t• : 

(1) Lx satisfies LSr{A,B), 

(11) L~(L•) satisfies LSr{A,B}. 

Proof. Suppose T a {fac: etc r l is a set. ot ~ (L•)-sentences 

such that T has a mode.l CJ1, cardt1l).:A. For o~,.tt: fl let qot E LJI: 

give the simple projective definition o~ f~ • Let S = 
{ f«: oe -<JA.} ~ We. may assume that. the types of the sentences 

iot are eo chosen that b{ expands to a model Ct' of S, 
I 

ca:rd(Ol ) EA. By (1), S has a model J;. of power ). E B. 

A reduct of ~ is a model of T of po.wer .A E: B .. 

0 

If ~ is replaced by r above. the: proof breaks down 

in two places: card(~1 ) may be greater than card(lf) and the 

reduct of cZ may have pa.wer lees t.han A • These dif'ficul·ties 

disappear if A is a fi:n.al aegment and B a.n initial segmento 

Therefore we have the following result: 
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J.2. Propoeitiono The following are equivalent for any t•: 

(1) L-. sati.sfies LSr<b<,oo[ ,Lf , ).1), 

(11) fct•) satisfies LSr(l~,(X)l, ll•A]). 

By 2..1.B, the class K o.f models (A) where card(&) = t{ 1 

is ~B(LQ2)-definable. Therefore ~B(LQ2 ) does not satisfy 

LS1 ( {l< 1 ~ , l fl. 0~). But in models of power~]{ 1 LQ2 translate.s 

into LMJ~; and there-fore proposition 3.1 is false if r~ is 

replaced by LB ( or by one of ~B. r t ~ ). 

The LBwenhetm-number l(L~) of an abstract logic 1• is 

usually defined as the least \,(. su.ch that L5 · satisfies · 

LS1 ( (.~ '"'{• ll, '<J ). By 3.2 [. preserves U:Swenheim-numbers. 

The Hanf-number h{L•)_of L~ is usually defined as the least 

K such that t• aat:L.sfies LS1 ( L~,iJC l , Li\, o:·L) for all A • 

Proposition 3.2 does not apply in connection w.ith Hanf

numbers, b~t IB has the following more helpful preservation 

property: 

2·3.· ProEositio:n:.. The foll.owing are eq&.tivalent for any L~:. 

( 1) LJJ satisfies LSr(lw'\ ,I'()L' LA '00 l> for all Ao~Ao..' 

( ii) r_B< L:a) sa tiefies LSt"(l.( • oo \.,[A , 4C L) for all A ~A0 • 

~oof, We procead sa in the proof of 3.1. By d•riniticn, 

for every model C. of T there ie a cardinal \(.(G) such that 

every extension of (_ to a model of S has power less than 
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to(( C). Su.ppoee ).~~0 is given. Let 

~1 = sup { K( C: ) : f, F T and \ C \~A j. 

A.a L'Il satisfies LSfA<l&<.oo[ •lA.·A'i ,.,l), S has a model .6. 

of power ~A.;. Let :J be a redu.ct of h such that~ f= T. 

Let 5J • :' j) such that l ~·\ '= cardCZ) ). Let~' i: ~ 

such that :tJ ' is a reduct of h'. If card(5) ')~.A , 
. then card( b •) ~ \IC(;Zi•) ~ A 1 which contradicts card(b) ~ 

A ; • Therefore card(~')>), and we are through • 

. 0 

From the above re au.l t it follows that I! ( and CJ.. B) 

preserve Hanf-nl.lmbers. This may be i.nt.ere.sting as IJ..B 
)-tlo\e 1 

seems to be at least as Llseful as ~ t~n fact coincide 

in most cases). The above result also seems to capture 

the true content behind the claim (inl-/}) that~ preserves 

Hanf-nwmbers. In the next chapter we show that this claim 

ia false in a suitable BGOlean extension. 

There is an artificial way ot extending 3.1 t~ the 

[ - operat:lon (part.l.y pursued in l,r]): Por anJ model "?. 

let cardm(CJ'{) be the least of the po,were of the sorts otCtl .. 

Define LSr(~ 1 B) as LSJA(A,B) but using eardm instead of carde 

Then for any L•, L• satisfies LS;(A,B) if and only if 

[.(L•) satisfies LS;(A,B). Let h+(L•) be the least K such 

that L• satisfies LSf(S~ .~ · L , v , .x l ) for all ;\ • It 

follows that r preserves h+ ( l?]). 
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The following rather curious Hanf-number occurs 

(by a misprint?) in (1] 1 Let h-(L•) ba the least K 

such that t• satisfies LS 1 {!1(],~ ,.ot.l) for all A • 

C~early h-(L•) ~ h(t•) ~ h+(L•}. h- is preserved by L~ 

but mot by rB. The following result shows that h- and h+ 

may be of eome interest as characteristic numbers of 

abstract logics: 

2·4· Pro.position4 Let 1•· be an abstract logic. 

(i) h + (L:a:) • hQ(Ls.)), 

( :L.1) h ( L •) = h-QB ( L 31 ) ) • 

Pr.oof, (1): Trivially, h([(L5 )) ::h+(L(L.)) = h+(L•), so 

we o.nly have tQ prove h + ( LJI) S: h(I_( L31)). · Su.ppoee 'f till" • 
<f has a model c,, such that. card+(6i..) l. h{.[(L•)), and '<. 

is an arbitrary cardinal. Let. '( be the conjunction of <j 

and a sente11ce which says that the sort. ¥ 1 can be mapped 
( -

one-one into·every other sort. Let L = t•1 \ and 

K is in [(Lll) and has a model of power ~ h(L( LIE)) o There

fore K has a model «'>$. of power ~ K • Su.ppose L t:.l("' , 'f). 
e :La a model of t· end cardm(' ) ~ "< • 'fhis ends the 

proof of (i}. 

( ii): Trivially, h -(rB( Llli ).) ~ h(I_B(J,lf)) = h( L11), eo we 

only have to prove h{L31 ) ~ h-(LB(Lli)). Suppa.se <j f:L.._ has 
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d 1 f ' h-(~B(L•) ). a ma e o po:wer ~ L If <f has arb:ltrary 

larg~ models we are thro.ugh. Suppose then 'f has no 

models of power greater then K • Let K be tha class of 

models (A) such that. <A) ce.n be: expanded ~.Y a model of 'f 
of power ~ card.( A ) • K ie I..B<L11.) -definable because the 

powers of models of <J are bounded by t( • K. has a mode.l 

of power h-(LB(L.}) and therefore a model of power greater 

than 1(. • This model gives rise to a· model of 1' of power 

greater than "'- , whi.ch contradicts the choice or K .• 

~4. The main results. In this chapter we prove the 

following theorems: 

0 

4.1. Theorem. Let K be a countable model of GB + GCH + 

Global Choice. There is a countable extension B of K to 

a model of GB. + Global Choice such that M and N have the 

same ordinals, card.i.llale and cofine.litiea, and 
I 

I p h(LI) < h(6(LI)). 

In this model also h-(LI) < h(Ll) holds. 

4.2. Theorem. Let M be a co~table model of GB + GCH + 

Global Choice. There ie a countable extension ~ of M to 

a model of GB + Global Choice such that M and i have the 

.. . 
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same ordinals, cardinals and cofinalities, and 

:& .. h(~(LI)) < hci(LI)). 

In this model also h-(Ll) < h(LI) holds. 

By the ~ain result of ~J , the above theorems have 

the following corollary: 

4.3. Corollary_,_ If Con(ZF), then Con{ZPC + h-{LI) < 
h(LI)<..h(~(LI))) end Con(ZFC + h-(Ll)< h{LI) + 

h(~(LI))< h{!'(LI)). In particular Con(ZPC + h-(LI)....;. 

h(LI)-<. h+(LI)). 

4.4. Corolla;Y. Apart from the trivial (12) ~ (15) and 

(IJ)~(I6) no implication among (11)- (16) is provable in 

ZFC. 

Proof. Recal~ that most of the p~ssible implications were 

alredy shown to be provably false. If h(LI)< h(i,i(LI)), then 

I.~ (LI) satisfies (11) but no.t (IJ) or (16), ,rB(LI) satisfies 

(12.) but not (IJ) or (I6), b~(LI) satisfies (14) but no.t 

{IJ) or (I6) and ~B{LI) satisfies (15) but not (IJ) or (!6). 

If h(l:\(LI))<.h(L(LI)), then fi(LI) satisfies {16) but not 

(13). 

0 
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For the proofs of the above theorems we recall some · 

facts from Easton-style forcing with classes. SuppGse 

ole On and. F is a function (class) defined on On- o( wiJth 

values in On such that 

(E1) Y(\'r(cc.<~1:'( ~ F((!a) ~F(~)) 

(E2) V{\>~( ?(~ < cf(F{f)))). 

By [I) there is a class lP(l} of forcing conditions such 

that if' GCH is assumed., then 

P(F) lr- Yp~)a.(() regu.lar ~ exp( )(fl) = /{ F(p)) 

and IP(F) preserves cardinals, cofinalitiee and R(o<). Here.: 

lP(F) It- 'f means that every condition weakly forces 'f • 
Moreover, JP(.P) is homogeneou.s and therefore, if 

1Cx1 , ••• ,xn) is a formula of set theory and a 1, ••• ,an are 

hereditarily ordinal definable, then 

Recall the definit~on of the predicate C(c<) from 

2.t.c. Let 

S( e\.) ~ o( > 1 &. C( e() &t V:>(C((l) -+. (~tt!l.:&<) 

D(« )._~ 3~>• (exp(}( \llt+ot+1 ) ~ .)( 't+«+4 ) 

P(.c( ) ~ D( Ill ) Mt VJl (D((l ) ; (> • ec) 
I 

H( nt ) ~ S( cc. ) & P( oc. ) • 
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4. 5, Lemma, Su.ppa.se H( o( ) • Then ol. < h{6( Ll)). 

Proofo Let K be the class of well~ordered sets the order 

type of which is ~ o< • Note that f.~ o( ~ C((l). 

Therefore K is r(Ll)-definsble {see 2.1.C ). ~ote alan 

that 

Using this it is not difficult to prove that K is ICLI)

definable. Therefore K E ~(LI). K has no mddels of 

power ) card (-<). Hence e( < h(tl( LI)). 

0 

To prove theorem 4.1 we def~ne a function P such that 

lP { F) i6-- H ( 0( ) " h ( LI ) :ft. • 

for some 0( • Suppo..ae. -< and~ are infiaite ordiul•. 

Defi.rle FQI(fl ('f') fo!' y >~by: 

'( +4 if 3~>0({ v = ~+-) 
l+J if '3K>ot(~·2~l<K·2+s) 

mai(P"f.a (I) • l +2) otherwise., 

. 
c V + 1 for limit 'J • 

Note that F~~ satisfies the conditions(E1) and~2) and 

if('<;;, 0 then V't>~· ( Fa!(l' { \' ) a F•r; ( "t)) and therefore 

every IP( Fe.tf\') -term (term of the lP( F•f\') -1 orcing language ) 

is also a lP{F:_,~)-term. 
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~ .. 6. Le~ Suppo,se. GCH, For every o< and~ lP(~)tr- H(o<.). 
i 

Proof. The claim follows immediately from the definition 

of F<t~(\ • 
D 

4c7• Lemma .• There are 0( and~ such that JP{Fo~/))\l- h(LI)~OC. 

Proof. Suppose the contrail.J 1 that is, for allfi.and~ 

lP{Fot~) ,...,. o( < h(LI). Let Mod( Cf, K) be the formuJ.a 

"q>€ Ll, K. is a cardinal and f has a model of power ~~u. 

Let &.< 0 _ • h(Ll) end IP1 = lP(.P~0w)• Then lP1 \t-t<0 <.h(L!) 

and therefore there ere cp1 ELI and t.<. 1 eu.ch that 

lP 1 lr Hod { "'f 1 , t<0 _) &. ., Hod ( cp 1 , K1 ) • 

Iff> < w1 and 1( 'I has been defined for '(( ~· let ~ = 
sup { ~t: tc;~ 1 and IP~ = lP(Ft<0~). Th.en 1P/1lr &< 0 < h(LI) ~ 
whence there are ft> t; 'Ll and. ~ "> l'( such that 

(.w) 

This procedure de.fines a sequence { 'f~ ~fo"' c..J 1\ of 

LI-sentencee. As LI is countable there are f.> and ~<w1 

au.ch the t ~<. t and ft;. ; fr . !.ow we. have 

lP(( U- Mod('f.r, &( 0 ). 

Suppose bt i e a lP1-term and p e lP 1 sueh that 

p ~ Cf t= q>lf & card(c1(} ~ I( 0 .. 
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As lP¥ and IP~ preserve cardinals and ('ft. r , there is a 

• q in lP{!t such that q \r t)t::: ft. As JP/l b .. 1 Mod(fJS, &<~), 

. we have q ~ card(O't) < Kf\ • In fact we may assume. that 

q tt-• 6'1 ~ R(~). As IP t preserves R(~), there ie a model 

~ such that q ~~ bl·~ • If J! does not .satisfy 'f'r • 
then lP1 fl- .t J- -,if r , a cont.radictio.n. Therefore ~ is 

a model of ffr of power ~ h(LI). Hence tf)' has arbitrary 

large models.. Because JP~ preserves cardinals, 

IPI' Jl-. VA ldod(f,1 •A ) • 
which contradicts (~). 

a 

P~oof of 4.1: Apart from- the claim concerni~g h-(LI) the 

claim of the theorem is easily proved. using 4.5, 4.6 and 

4.7: We. let H be a ~(~~)-generic extension of M, where 

~ and{\ are determined by 4.7. To aatief1 h-(Ll)< h{LI) 

in the extenaion we have to. cboa$e: the extension more 

carefully. Let I{oO be the p:radicate. e.xp( ?'.ot>) )( of.+-4 • 

If~ a sup{~: I(ct)J exists, then clearly (1< h(LI). 

Suppose now for a moment V = L. and 0(. = h -( LI).. Let lB 

be the usual Cohen-algebra which gives the sentence I(~+) 

value 1 wi tho11-t introducing new eubse.ts of oC.. • Then in 

vm there are no non-constructible models of power o( 

(up to isomorphism) and therefore ylB ~ h-(Ll) =OC< h(LI}. 

To prove 4.1 we now ·combine this construction with that of 

4.7. So, Jet af be given as in 4.1. Let &< = h-(LI) in 1: and 
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let N1 be a generic exteoston o£ M obtained by adding 

)'\ \i(·J+S new subsets of $'( ~·)+l bu.:t no new subseta of ~l(·J"' 
Then N1 f h-{LI) < h(LI). We cannot apply 4.6 directly 

inside N1 because N1 does not satisfy GCH. However, if 

{l > _t{ l(·J+l , then :lll( .F~) lt- H( e<.) in lll1 ,. So w.e. only have 

to mak~ sure that f)> l<l(.J+l in the proof of 4. 7 and we get 

o<.. and f. such that IP{Pot(\) \\- H( o<) & h{Ll) ~ ~ in 

:m 1 • Note that attll IP(F~) U- h-(Ll) <.h{LI). Let G be 

IP( F.,~~) -generic over 1 1 and N = :m1 [a 1 . For de. tails of' the; 

construction of G and Jl1(G1 see [1). 

0 

The proo·f of theorem 4 .. 2. ia somewhat similar to the 

above. The role. of the predicate H(.C) is now. played by D(or). 

The following result has been essentially proved already: 

4 .. 8.. Lemma. If D{o{ ), then ot< h('r(LI)). 

For any at • ~ and lf>j3 we define F~(t) as follows: 

{ 
~ +J if 3t.<~~1K> Q(.'(t<~ r < \( +C() 

F' ('6+1) = 
·~ max( p~ ( ( ) ' r +2) otherwise) 

== V+1 for limit Y. 

The functions F!~ have simdlar properties as the functians 
I 

F-~ but in addi"tioll, F·f/J(~("') ~F;,.,f\< l!) if e~!So( • 
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4. 9. Lemma. Suppose GCH. For every ot and~ lP( F~) It- D( o<). 

Proof. The claim follows immediately from the definitior. 

of ~;._[!. • 

0 

4 .. 10. Lemma. There are « and ~ such that lP(.F~) U-

Proof.. Suppose the contrary, that is lP(PC:/1) lt- o( < h(A_(LI)) 

for all Q( and {! • The logic ~( LI) has the disadvantage 

that ita syntax depends heavily on the u.nderlying model of 

set theory. For the sake of clarity, let us assume that 

Ll,(LI)-sentencee are triples <f• 'f ,t) eu.cb that Proj1 ( f) 
is the complement (in Str{L)) or ProjL(f) and f•fE LI. 

Let Mad( 9, l() be now the formula "f)= (Cf• r ,L) t'f.'J'ELI, 
~ ia a cardinal and there is a model of power~~ in ProjL(f)•. 

Let lT<LI) denote the family of model classes K e~ch that 

K is in L(LI). 

~ow we u.se indu.ctllon on t;l. < w1 to construct cardinals 

~, A~ and ~( Ll) -eentenceo «fa such that if ol is e eucc'e ssor 

ordiDal then for arbi.trary large ~ 

Le.t 'ft be any infinite ordinal. 

whence there are ~ ~A< L:i) 
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and r such that 

{lE) 

Let rr be the least }A such that (:.:) holds. By the 

Heplacen1ent Axiom there is a 'f' such that rr = 'f for 

arbitrary large • • We let '(!c.= r. To de.fine ). « we need 

the following auxiliary argwnent: Let C be the class of 

iS such that 'fr = 'f and let 'V • min{ C). Let l' f C be 

arbitrary. We prove that f• '=f'l • For this end, suppose 

"' is a 1P(F~1 )-term and p ~ lP{F~~) such that 

As )I~¥ , (}'(. is a lP(F~" )-term and there is a q E lP(.P~'Y) 

such that 

whence by hoaogenei ty, IP(Ft\.v ) II- Mod{ '/'l;f.,), a contradiction 

wi t.h (2). Therefore lP(F~~ } Ji- -, Mod( 'f'~·f-v) and fr ~ f'v 
by the minimal! ty of fll • !law we let )"' = max( t'~-~). 

£B.!,S_2 ..... ~ !._s_l!_m,!.t..t Let k.,_ = ).,.= su.p { ~',;1 : f1 ~-}and fo< = 
3x{x=x). This ends the construction. 

Choose successor ordinals o( and ~ such that 

f~ = f,s and « < ~ • Let l >.5 >;\~ such that 

lP(F~'I ) II- -, Mod{f« tAG() 
and 
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Let (!(. be a IP{F~t; )-term and p l D?{F~,s) such thot 

p u-• Cf F 9'ot k Card ( f5rf) ~ ~ & t:'JC £ R(~). 

Ae J >;\f), there is a ~ su.ch that p H-li( ~ =- 6rlcotf 'Poe: ) • 

lllote tha.t F~lr ( t)-' F~ (E) for all ( > • • Hence if 

q (i IP{ F~,..¥ ) and q tt--•(~ F.., f!t) then there is an r E lP( F~J) 

such that r 11-·_11 (~1=, ~), a contradiction with p 11--•(.t; j=' f-.) 
( by homogeneity). Therefore IP{ F:...C 1 ) 1\'- (.t r fot) • but 

as A.t < ~, thi& contradicts (Ju.} .. 

a 

Proof of 4.2: If the claim concerning h-(LI) is again 

ignored, we can let 11 be a IP(F!,[!. )-generi.c extension of M, 

where of. and f:* are determined by 4.10. h-(LI) is then 

taken care of ue1ng the same trick aa in the proof of 

theorem 4.1. 
0 

The only fact we used in the above lemmata 4.7 and 

4.10 about LI was that satisfaction of LI-sentences is 
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absolute with respect to cardinals preeerveing extensions. 

Let ue say that a generalized quantifier Q (defined without 

parameters) is Easton-absolute, if for aey F and G 

satisfying (E1), (E2) and the condition Y ~ ( .ft'(ot) '!'! G{~)), 

for any F{F)-term t and for any p E F(F) p weakly forces 

Q(t} in IP(G) only if p weakly forces Q(t) in lP(F). 

In rough terms, thLe means that the predicate Q is preserved 

under forcing l la Easton9 The quantifier I and the quantifier 

RxyA(x.y) ~ {(a,b) .: A(a,b) 1 has the order type 

of a regular cardinal 

are Easton-absolute. Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 have now the 

following more general forme: 

!-11. Theor~m~ Let M be a countable modGl of GB + GCH + 

Global Choice and Q an Easton-absolute generalized quantifier 

in M. Then there is a countsble extension J of M to a 

model of GB + Global Choice auch that M and N have the 

eame ordinals. cardinals and cofinalitiea, and 

l! r h( LQ) < h(~( Ll)). 

Another similar model N' car1 be found such that 

U' i=. h(~(LQ)} < h([(Ll))., 

Combining 4.11 and the compactness theorem yields: 
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4~1?. Corollary. If Con(ZF), then Con(ZFC t for everv provhLJy .. 
]!;aston-atJsolute Q, h(LQ)<h(~(LI))), and Con(ZFC +for 

every prov&bly Easton-absolute Q, h(b.._( LQ)) <. h(L( LI))) .. 
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